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After refuelling the plane took off for Dubai and then finally landed in Kandahar , Afghanistan. But this is a
rather difficult situation for China. Maulana, who is believed to be hiding in Karachi , later became the leader
of Jaish-e-Mohammed , an organization which has carried out several terrorist acts against Indian security
forces in Kashmir. India firmly opposed the Taliban and criticized Pakistan for supporting it. But various
Afghan factions fought one another and their external supporters, including the Soviet Union, Iran, Pakistan
and others disagreed on which should be in power. No Terrorist group claimed responsibility for the attack.
India-administered Kashmir remains under lockdown , with internet and phone services intermittently cutoff
and thousands of people detained. Russia has had close relations with India since Indira Gandhi became prime
minister in  Pakistani testing of Gauri missile on April 6th, was a major factor in India's decision to undertake
nuclear testing. A violent competition soon resulted as the two new nations sought to win to their own nations
the largest and most strategically located states, such as Hyderabad and Kashmir. The decision, however, cost
New Delhi dearly. New York Times, May 30, Chinese official statements Having signed the nuclear Test Ban
treaty in , we have been consistently opposed to nuclear tests. Britain pop. Are nuclear bombs the only way to
assert greatness? This fact was acknowledged by Pakistani authorities. I would like to again assure all
countries that our nuclear weapons systems are meant only for self-defense However, international peace
efforts ensured the cooling of tensions between the two nuclear-capable nations. TIME, ibid. Bush confronted
Pakistani Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani with evidence and warned him that in the case of another such
attack he would have to take "serious action". The diversion of jihadi fighters and proxy groups from
Afghanistan to Kashmir threatens to further increase violence along the border. Not only did the architects of
Indian foreign policy fear Pakistan, but in , after China's sudden invasion of northeast India, they suddenly
realized the ancient protection of the Himalayan Mountains had vanished. After a Pakistani military operation
and a genocide on Bengalis in December , following a political crisis in East Pakistan, the situation soon
spiralled out of control in East Pakistan and India intervened in favour of the rebelling Bengali populace.
China is the premier military power in Asia and considers Pakistan its oldest and most powerful Asian ally.
Pakistani Army intruded across the line of control and occupied the posts.


